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About the speaker

Michael Freiert
has many hobbies, has had a few professions, and is a 

strong believer in cross discipline problem solving. He 

has worked in ACAD since R12, Revit since 6.1, and has 

learned a bunch of things from working with Legos, 

wood, scenic design, SFX, security, machining, sewing, 

cooking, explosives and gardening  - all influencing his 

design philosophy, choice of tools, and preference for 

using apt, if sometimes unconventionsal tools.



Learning Objectives

IDENTIFY PROBLEM WORKFLOWS
● What isn’t working?   

○ Why not?

● Listen to your users

● Look carefully at legacy processes

ENCOURAGE WORKFLOW ADOPTION
● Most people don't like change - It’s hard

○ Change can be good or bad.

● Show how good change helps - and is easier

FIND USEFUL WORKFLOWS
● What are we trying to do?

● Are we looking for the right outcome?

● How do we find an appropriate path?

➥ A new path to a new outcome?

CLARIFY INTENTS AND IMPACTS
● Understand why change is happening

● Understand if that change helps or hurts

● Demonstrate quantitative or qualitative benefits



The following examples may not work 
for you or your firm

They are great for certain workflows — 
Each workflow IS different   

This class is not “tips and tricks”



BIM isn’t CAD

Building Information Modeling is a virtual model - not mere lines

Even when we use “dumb” information in Revit, the model carries more information than the simple elevations or 

plan views we can extract from it.



We didn’t always do it this way

• Drafting starts with a sketch that is refined into a icon.

• Modeling creates a fully defined defined form.

  
Drafting can easily describe 3D objects - from 2D perspectives, 

Our profession revolves around creating in 3D

-- We often communicate that in 2D  

BIM is in 4D or more 

- and can generate any intermediate information

• Plan ahead - you will change it

o parametric workflows move down stream

▪ start with a solid foundation



How “Smart”?

Revit has thousands of native parameters - most aren’t always used

That’s fine.  

Building a small single family home or remodeling a small office can be as different from each other as a 

skyscraper or university hospital.

What do you need?   How smart does that need to be?



Keynote - Keyed Notes



Problem: “Key Notes”

Revit “Keynotes”

● Often tied to an object ⚠
● Only one user can edit (at a time) (sort of)

● Great for Specification information 

➠This is what they were designed for

Acceptance problems
● Revit calls it “Keynotes” 

● “I don’t know how this works”

● “I don’t like how it looks”

● “I don’t want to do this”

“Generic Annotation” as “Keyed Notes”

● View specfic - no object ties ⚠
● multiple “notes” per element 

● easy to change within Revit

● multiple users can edit (sort of)

It is easier for the desired task?
● Revit Keynotes did not work for our Keyed Notes

● Break it down

● A new problem! - Find a solution

● Don’t be snarky - Another new problem!



Problem: “Key Notes”

STUBBORN ADOPTERS
● Concerned about legacy graphics

● Used to manual editing

● Not “Revit” way to “Keynote”

○ let them work alongside

○ give them constrained options 

○ use them as constructive examples

INTRODUCED WORKFLOW
● “It’s too complicated”

○ break it down

○ single page reference

● It’s easier - Really, it is. (It needs to be)

○ Show old and new side by side

○ Demonstrate problems it eliminates

Manually placed Annotations in Legend Noteblock Schedule



“Key Notes” - Lessons

The “Right” way may be wrong 
● Look at what a workflow is intended to do

○ Does it do what YOU need?

● Look at how your workflow CAN be accomplished

○ Does it work as a one off or long term?

○ Can you automate it?

How are we communicating - graphically
● Drafting Standards ≠ CAD Standards ≠ BIM Graphics 

○ Legacy Graphics may not be the only way

● What are we trying to communicate?

● Look at “good” drafting practices - for printing

○ Show information once!

■ Keep individual information in one place

○ Show similar things the same way every time



Keynote - Keyed Notes

CAD Standards, Roger Penwill

cadcartoons.com



“Key Notes” - Lessons

The “Right” way may be wrong
● Look at what a workflow is intended to do

○ Does it do what YOU need?

● Look at how your workflow CAN be accomplished

○ Does it work as a one off or long term?

○ Can you automate it?

Practices change and grow
● Find ways to adapt to user needs

● Take it in steps

● If you have to - let legacy methods fade

● Build in the ability to revise

○ use “common” standards 

How are we communicating - graphically
● Drafting Standards ≠ CAD Standards ≠ BIM Graphics 

○ Legacy Graphics may not be the only way

● What are we trying to communicate?

● Look at “good” drafting practices - for printing

○ Show information once!

■ Keep individual information in one place

Naming conventions matter
➢ Across office everyone understands

○ 000s - Demo 100s - Plan 200s - RCP   

○ Easy to filter

➢ Large project options

○ Multiple families

○ Bury limited use options  - “x-Codes”  “Y-old”



Different tools - Different uses

Within a BIM workflow there are many ways to accomplish similar results - Sometimes unconventional ways are 

more effective - sometimes not. 



Abbreviations and General Notes



Different tools - Different uses

Within a BIM workflow there are many ways to accomplish similar results - Sometimes unconventional ways are 

more effective - sometimes not. 

• Nurse Call Devices as “General notes”  

o Revit’s native family categories are limiting - use defined limits to benefit your workflow

▪ “Hide” “back end” processes from the end user - but leave them accessible if they need access
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This is two Revision Schedules on one Titleblock



Different tools - Different uses

Within a BIM workflow there are many ways to accomplish similar results - Sometimes unconventional ways are 

more effective - sometimes not. 

• Nurse Call Devices as “General notes”  

o Revit’s native family categories are limiting - use defined limits to benefit your workflow

▪ “Hide” “back end” processes from the end user - but leave them accessible if they need access

• Revision schedules - Now in Stereo

o Exported and Imported Excel Sheet Indexes added too much hassle (but are slick for some things)

o Legacy graphic standards aren’t necessarily bad

▪ Use crazy back end methods, tips and tricks to do things you “can’t do”

▪ Work within “good” practice when doing “less good” things

• Add-ins - Are they a benefit?

o Absolutely

▪ except when they’re not



What’s going wrong?

Users, a share holder or you notice something is not ideal  - How do we identify what the problem is?

• The initial complaint is rarely is the issue

o It may be multiple issues

▪ sub-problems may not be obvious

• The conceptual problem may not be the real issue

o What is the desired outcome?

• Drill down to the symptoms

o Is something repetitive?  

o Does a process take too long?

o Does it not look right?

o Does a user “know more” than you?



Convince Users

Make it easier
● Needs to be quicker or less effort

○ Fewer clicks, less scrolling, common defaults

● Automate appropriately - repetition

● Break it into sub- tasks

● Combine subtasks into one process

Tie it back to familiar methods
● Relate it back to prior “standards” or practices

○ This works even if it’s not related

■ Graphical 

■ Naming 

● Show similarities to other “newer” processes

Simplify Learning
● Break it into individual steps

● Provide a one page quick reference



It’s a new process.



Convince Users

Make it easier
● Needs to be quicker or less effort

○ Fewer clicks, less scrolling, common defaults

● Automate appropriately - repetition

● Break it into sub- tasks

● Combine subtasks into one process

Tie it back to familiar methods
● Relate it back to prior “standards” or practices

○ This works even if it’s not related

■ Graphical 

■ Naming 

● Show similarities to other “newer” processes

Simplify Learning
● Break it into individual steps

● Provide a one page quick reference

Remember it’s a new way to communicate
● Createing similar deliverables

○ New way to get there

● Entirely new deliverables

● Entirely new design process options

○ Let data drive design decisions



Convince Leadership

Listen to Users
● They’re trying to communicate

○ What is the underlying problem?

● Thank them for ideas

Manage Expectations
● New workflows take time to develop

● New workflows take time to learn

● New workflows are different

● BIM is not 3D CAD

○ even “dumb” uses of Revit are not just 3D CAD

Demonstrate benefits
● Show quantitative gains

○ How much time does it save?

● Show qualitative gains

○ Is it easier to read or edit?

Mission creep
● Are you providing the same deliverables?

● Are you seeing benefit for added deliverables?

○ Fee?  Time savings?  Marketing opportunities?

● Cut back on Creep or find benefits.



Learning Objectives

IDENTIFY PROBLEM WORKFLOWS
● What isn’t working?   

● Why not?

● Dig deeper - look wider

ENCOURAGE WORKFLOW ADOPTION
● Most people don't like change - It’s hard

● Change can be good or bad.

● Show how good change helps - and is easier

● Make it easier

FIND USEFUL WORKFLOWS
● What are we trying to do?

● Are we looking for the right outcome?

● How do we find an appropriate path?

➥ A new path to a new outcome?

CLARIFY INTENTS AND IMPACTS
● Understand why change is happening

● Understand if that change helps or hurts

● Demonstrate quantative or qualitative benefits
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